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The “Politics” of Security 
Cooperation and Security 
Assistance
By Thomas-Durell Young

I
n 1955 a book titled The Politics of 
the Prussian Army, 1640–1945 was 
published; it would soon become a 

landmark study of civil-military rela-
tions.1 Gordon Craig’s unassuming 
tome became widely influential within 
and outside the civil-military relations 
field and spurred the publication of 
what has become a wide literature on 
the politics of armies (particularly those 

of the United Kingdom, Italy, Russia, 
and France) that takes a different 
approach to our conventional under-
standing of civil-military relations.2 
What makes these latter books prescient 
in their instruction is that they disabuse 
readers of the erroneous assumption Dr. Thomas-Durell Young is a Senior Lecturer at 

the Naval Postgraduate School.
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that armies are somehow subservient 
to their political masters and eschew 
involvement in domestic politics or 
in any system of governance. As the 
historical record demonstrates (and, 
dare one suggest, a reflection of the 
U.S. Armed Forces in a contemporary 
setting3), armies are all but inherently 
political and need to be recognized as 
such if their effect on civil-military rela-
tions is to be properly assessed.

The intrinsically political nature of 
military organizations is no less true 
when it comes to armies’ efforts in the 
education, training, and equipping of 
foreign partner nations’ armed forces, 
known as security cooperation (SC) 
and security assistance (SA). Yet much 
of the American bureaucracy and legal 
framework for these activities treat them 
as fundamentally technical problems that 
are susceptible to improvement through 
better procedures. This technicism, to pur-
loin a term from Samuel Huntington,4 
is arguably at the heart of many of our 
failures and disappointments in building 
partner security forces (for example, those 
of Afghanistan,5 Iraq,6 and Mali7) or in 
reforming defense institutions in Central 
and Eastern Europe.8 Virtually every 
fix proposed to partners is yet another 
technical or bureaucratic adjustment 
rather than an acknowledgment of the 
fundamentally political nature of these 
activities, both within a partner nation as 
well as among U.S. agencies responsible 
for planning and carrying out the assis-
tance programs.

The objective of this article is to argue 
that administration officials and Congress 
face two different political challenges 
related to improving SC and SA. Unless 
and until U.S. officials formulate solu-
tions to these political problems, both 
branches of government will struggle to 
achieve more effective means of reform-
ing partner nations’ key governmental 
institutions. First—and perhaps the 
easiest challenge to address—is that SC 
and SA have unintended political conse-
quences in the government institutions 
of recipient countries and are not solely 
technical tasks. No one has expressed this 
point better than Mara Karlin, albeit she 
was speaking in reference to weak states:

Past experience offers two key lessons for 
U.S. officials as they seek to strengthen the 
security sectors of weak states. First, like 
all state-building endeavors, these are 
political, not technical, exercises. Instead of 
focusing narrowly on training and equip-
ment, U.S. policymakers responsible for 
implementing such programs must address 
the purpose and scope of the U.S. role and 
the mission, leadership, and organizational 
structure of the partner’s military.9

Second, SC and SA are highly po-
liticized; both are inefficient, because 
of the lack of coordination between 
the Department of Defense (DOD) 
and Department of State, and ineffec-
tive, because of lack of alignment with 
national security goals (and/or foreign 
policy objectives). This important real-
ity needs wider appreciation by these 
departments, as well as by Congress, if 
the U.S. Government is to improve its 
ability to find value for money by improv-
ing partner nations’ ability to defend 
their sovereignty, let alone contribute to 
expeditionary operations. Recent reforms 
initiated by Congress, most notably 
in the fiscal year (FY) 2017 National 
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), 
constitute a good first effort at addressing 
these longstanding problems; however, 
a review of the evidence shows that this 
legislation should be augmented to define 
the problem as largely political in nature, 
as opposed to accepting the traditional 
default assumption that it is solely techni-
cal, which would have enabled it to call 
for even deeper reforms within these 
bureaucracies.

This article argues that, due to 
internal DOD politics and the inter-
organizational politics within the U.S. 
Government, suboptimal results ensue 
from the way the United States plans 
and executes SC and SA. It then suggests 
legislative and policy changes that might 
better take this reality into account. The 
stakes are high. If U.S. strategy is to bring 
troops home from the so-called end-
less wars overseas and let others do the 
fighting, then its success must be a core 
priority. But only by reforming the way 
the United States organizes itself to build 
allies’ and partners’ armed forces are we 

likely to meet with any greater success 
than we have in the past.

Dramatis Personae
Many organizations throughout DOD 
have long conducted SC and SA. Key 
roles are played by the military depart-
ments (MILDEPs) in execution of these 
activities, which are in turn managed 
and coordinated by the combatant 
commands and the Defense Security 
Cooperation Agency (DSCA). Argu-
ably, a deeper understanding of the 
inherent political nature of SC and SA is 
necessary to ensure that these programs 
are planned, managed, and executed in 
a more effective and efficient manner. 
Ensuring that these activities actually 
“build” sustainable defense capacity 
must be a high priority, given recent 
congressional dissatisfaction with DOD 
failures to create institutions capable of 
managing, controlling, and sustaining 
their armed forces.

In terms of SC and SA, the proverbial 
elephant in the room is DOD. But this 
has not always been the case. This is one 
of the externalities of the George W. 
Bush administration’s response to the 
global war on terror; at the time, DOD 
found that existing U.S. training and par-
ticularly equipping programs funded by 
the Department of State’s appropriations 
and authorizations (Title 22, U.S. Code) 
simply were insufficiently responsive and 
nimble to meet operational command-
ers’ requirements. Congress responded 
to DOD’s entreaties for more authority 
to build partner forces in the FY 2006 
NDAA, which authorized DOD (with 
the concurrence of the Secretary of State) 
to use its authorizations and appro-
priations (Title 10, U.S. Code) to build 
capabilities and capacity in partner armed 
forces in order to conduct counterterror-
ism operations. The perhaps predictable, 
if not inevitable, result of DOD rapidly 
trying to create capacity within partner 
armed forces was an embarrassing lack of 
attention paid to the financial niceties and 
details that are of great importance to 
Congress. As a RAND report observed, 
“DOD lacks the detailed financial data 
necessary to respond to new congres-
sional reporting requirements. Moreover, 
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DOD leaders are unable to compare SC 
spending across countries, regions, and 
programs, which is critical to future pri-
oritization and resourcing decisions.”10

Perhaps it is inaccurate to characterize 
DOD as an elephant (in any room); in 
reality, it is more like a herd of indepen-
dently minded creatures. Title 10 makes 
it clear that the individual MILDEPs exist 
in splendid political if not geographical 
isolation from each other, let alone from 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 
The MILDEPs’ Major Force Programs 
reflect the clear objective of Congress 
that the former retain a high degree 
of autonomy from the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, notwithstanding 
largely ignored verbiage in the law that 
explicitly states in the preamble to the 
three departments’ sections that the exer-
cise of their functions are “subject to the 
authority, direction, and control of the 
Secretary of Defense.”11 The record dem-
onstrates that the intent of Congress’s 

annual appropriations and authorizations 
easily trumps this provision of the law. 
The canonical source of the MILDEPs’ 
autonomy is found in the 12 roles and 
missions assigned to them in Title 10.12 
It is the particular authority of training 
under which the MILDEPs’ authority to 
conduct SC and SA reside (for example, 
continental U.S.-based professional mili-
tary education and all forms of training).

Other key players in the planning 
and execution of these programs include 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
which provides policy guidance and pri-
orities; DSCA, with its newly enhanced 
powers granted to it via the FY 2017 
NDAA (discussed below); the combatant 
commands, which act as planners and 
coordinators of these activities (under the 
authority of the Unified Command Plan); 
the Service components that execute 
many of the in-country training events; 
and finally, as extensions of the combat-
ant commands, defense cooperation 

offices resident in-country that manage 
and direct both training programs and 
equipment transfers. Given the number 
of stakeholders, the politics of agreeing 
priorities, approaches, timing, scope, and 
so forth, the execution of SC and SA 
activities can be frightfully untidy.

Since 2006, the previous position of 
the Department of State, which originally 
had the lead in funding (and therefore 
some influence in controlling) these activi-
ties, has been eclipsed. While it continues 
to control funding for its many Title 22 
programs, they are largely executed via 
DSCA and the MILDEPs. Although 
Congress has recognized that it has, in 
effect, created the basis for confusion via 
the two departments’ dual congressionally 
mandated authorities and authorizations, 
a political decision to create a clear lead 
agent for these activities remains missing. 
One will return to the U.S. Government’s 
well-used practice of “fudging” when it 
comes to identifying who’s in charge.

Lieutenant Laura Burzenski, assigned to “Wildcards” of Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 23, demonstrates unmanned aerial vehicle MQ-8B Fire Scout 

capabilities and configurations with Royal Brunei armed forces during Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training Brunei, South China Sea, October 30, 

2019 (U.S. Navy/Christopher A. Veloicaza)
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It is instructive at this point to cite 
the example of the FY 2016 NDAA, 
which mandated that the “Secretary 
of Defense, in consultation with the 
Secretary of State, shall develop and issue 
to the Department of Defense a strategic 
framework for Department of Defense 
security cooperation to guide prioritiza-
tion of resources and activities.”13 Absent 
from this legislative language is any 
reference to “who decides,” consultation 
being a rather misleading turn of phrase 
because it implies a relationship of equals 
(that is, inter pares), as opposed to any 
suggestion of a hierarchy of author-
ity—not even primus inter pares in this 
case. In effect, successive legislation since 
2006 has changed radically the entire 
pre-2001 political calculus of how U.S. 
defense-related advice and assistance are 
planned and executed. To appreciate the 
magnitude of this shift, congressional 
testimony in 2017 acknowledged that 
DOD’s Title 10 programs had tripled 
since 2001. For comparison, prior to 
2001, the Department of State man-
aged approximately 80 percent of the 
U.S. Government’s security assistance, 
whereas by 2017, this figure had dropped 
to about 50 percent.14 Thus, Congress 
continues its preference for DOD over 
the State Department in matters related 
even to the latter’s core responsibil-
ity—that is, diplomacy. It is little wonder, 
then, that such moves have opened the 
U.S. Government to criticism that it has 
militarized its foreign policy.15

The MILDEPs, in various forms and 
different organizations, largely carry out 
SC via two different business models: 
either designing projects from inception 
to meet specific requirements or training 
foreign personnel in existing professional 
military education and training centers 
funded on an incremental cost basis. In 
some cases, the invoiced costs of person-
nel might not even be grounded on such 
a financially disciplined basis, thereby im-
plying an unintended subsidy by DOD.16 
Two aspects of training of foreign 
personnel by the MILDEPs and defense 
entities often go unreported. First, data 
analysis highlights an unpleasant external-
ity: Training partner military personnel 
doubles the likelihood of a military-led 

coup d’état.17 Evidently, the recent cases 
of Field Marshal Abdel Fattah al-Sisi of 
Egypt and Captain Amadou Sanogo of 
Mali are far from rare.18 That said, it must 
be clarified that correlation does not 
imply causation—but admittedly, these 
troubling data do raise questions. Second, 
both DOD and the State Department 
reported in a 2011 Government 
Accountability Office audit that neither 
collects data on SC and SA programs to 
evaluate their effectiveness.19 It is disap-
pointing that reliance on these programs 
of spreading Western democratic defense 
governance concepts is undermined by 
the damning admission that neither SC 
nor SA is designed to change behavior.20 
This fact is disconcerting but, sadly, not 
surprising. Marybeth Peterson Ulrich 
all but excoriates the DOD disconnect 
between policy intent and program per-
formance regarding U.S. assistance that 
she saw provided to the Czech Republic 
in the 1990s during a critical phase in its 
democratization. By her analysis, some 
80 percent of defense and military con-
tacts did not contribute to U.S. policy 
objectives intended to further the democ-
ratization of Czech armed forces.21

That there has been an apparent 
disconnect between congressional ex-
pectations that SC and SA encourage the 
adoption of democratic norms abroad 
is hardly subtle and suggests a political 
causation for these inconsistencies. After 
all, if there is no government requirement 
to produce concrete results, no one can 
ever be held accountable for failure to 
meet congressional intent. This inher-
ent weakness to the U.S. Government’s 
approach to assisting its partners is no 
more glaringly obvious than in its ex-
perience in Afghanistan. For instance, 
who bears ultimate responsibility for the 
failure of DOD to re-create the Afghan 
air force: the originating policymaker, 
Headquarters Air Force, North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) Training 
Mission–Afghanistan, or U.S. Air Force 
Central Command?22 A recent (and quite 
damning) Special Inspector General for 
Afghanistan Reconstruction’s lessons-
learned report on that lack of progress in 
the country was unsubtly titled Divided 
Responsibility.23

The Politics of Causation
In defense of her fetching appearance, 
the sultry character Jessica Rabbit in the 
1988 film Who Framed Roger Rabbit? 
claimed, “I’m not bad; I’m just drawn 
that way.” This cri de coeur has reso-
nance in that all of these SC and SA 
programs, the officials overseeing them, 
and the many individuals who make up 
the workforce are not “bad.” Rather, 
they are simply operating within the 
intent and spirit of their specific con-
gressional appropriations and authoriza-
tions. That a RAND report could find 
in 2016 some 140 core and supporting 
authorities that applied to DOD secu-
rity cooperation paints a rather dissolute 
tableau prior to the passage of the FY 
2017 NDAA, which consolidated these 
authorities.24 But just as political con-
siderations impeded reforms prior to 
2016, subsequent congressional intent 
apparently has strong political support 
to redraw DOD’s version of its own 
Jessica Rabbit, and critically, where poli-
tics allow, including the Department of 
State’s security assistance programs.

Congress’s intent to address these 
shortcomings was made clear in the FY 
2017 NDAA, which contained language 
that has significantly rationalized authori-
ties to make conducting SC less complex 
in the following:25

 • Policy oversight and resource alloca-
tion have been centralized in the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
while unifying administration and 
execution of Title 10 SC programs 
within the Defense Security Coop-
eration Agency.

 • DOD must now provide Congress 
with a consolidated budget justifica-
tion for Title 10 activities.

 • DOD must also develop an assess-
ment, monitoring, and evaluation 
(AM&E) framework to create a 
disciplined and objective method of 
assessing program effectiveness.

 • DOD is required to create an SC 
workforce development program26 
to ensure personnel engaged in these 
activities have the required levels of 
education and training to execute 
these activities (this is to be fulfilled, 
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in part, by the creation of a Security 
Cooperation University27).

This legislative intent to reform how 
DOD plans, manages, and executes SC 
and SA could be interpreted as largely 
technical and seemingly apolitical. Other 
than a forlorn plea in key DOD policy 
statements for “greater coordination” 
among stakeholders, these new policies 
that govern security cooperation28 and 
related Defense Institution Building29 
activities of the DOD do not acknowl-
edge, let alone address, the inherent 
political nature of these activities—save a 
long-overdue recognition for the need to 
assess a partner nation’s political appetite 
to accept assistance.30 Fortunately, this 
legislation has opened paths to finding 
solutions to these vexatious conundrums, 
but there are some other options that 
should also be considered.

Congress’s call for a disciplined abil-
ity to measure whether SC programs 
are actually effective, in the form of the 
adoption of an AM&E methodology, is a 
positive development, but there are some 
policy nuances that must be addressed. 
The call for an AM&E methodology 
should end the previous DOD approach 
of largely relying on anecdotal evidence 
(at best) to justify these activities. A 
common Defense Department–wide 
method must be created that will enable 
Congress to determine which programs 
and approaches are effective and which 
are not.31

While a positive step, the develop-
ment and approval of one methodology 
is likely to be fraught with challenges. 
One can identify two specific issues: one 
methodological and the other political. 
Regarding the first point, one needs to 
ascertain in the creation of the meth-
odology whether it is to assess solely 
inputs or to concentrate on outputs, or, 
conceivably, both.32 This is an extremely 
important decision point with wide policy 
implications. Heretofore, SC has been 
almost exclusively input based in manage-
ment and execution. That is to say, DOD 
can claim that it possesses a world-class 
toolbox of expertise and formal programs 
from which to select when assisting a 
partner nation. Essentially missing from 

assessments to date has been a formal 
analysis of ascertaining whether these 
inputs have had any effect on a partner 
in the most meaningful measurement 
conceivable: Did the activity enable, or 
improve, a partner nation’s armed forces 
to deliver lethality and remain survivable 
in the modern battlespace?

This is an important point and is of-
fered as an observation that if an AM&E 
method looks exclusively at inputs, there 
is a likelihood that it could find that SC 
programs are planned and executed in 
accordance with law and policy. But 
such an observation would be missing 
the bigger picture: how to determine 
if partner nations’ defense outcomes 
have been improved/expanded or, 
conceivably, whether they have been 
diminished, as the programs have had, in 
fact, an unintended, deleterious effect. 
This is arguably the case with both SC 
and SA programs executed in Central 
and Eastern Europe since the 1990s, a 
reality that arguably has yet to be fully 
internalized by the U.S. Government.33 
It should be clear that if the method 
does not answer the simple question of 
whether defense outcomes have been 
improved/expanded, then the method 
could produce false positives. Perhaps the 
easiest method is simply to return to the 
Cold War logic used by NATO countries 
when assessing each other’s respective 
national force goals as part of the then-
integrated defense planning system. It 
was not important, or appropriate among 
sovereign states, to examine how nations 
create their armed forces, but rather 
to concentrate on whether the money 
claimed to be spent on national defense 
actually contributed to the ability of 
countries to meet their force goals. Thus, 
regardless of the method finally proposed 
and approved by DOD (and accepted 
by Congress), the implications of its ef-
fectiveness in determining whether SC 
concepts and programs are appropriate 
and cost-effective will be, in the end, 
quite political. A methodology limited 
to inputs versus determining if a partner 
nation’s defense outcomes have improved 
(measurably) could lead to the continued 
funding of programs that are ineffectual 

but that enjoy institutional (political) sup-
port within DOD, or Congress.

Perhaps one of the ultimate manifes-
tations of political considerations apropos 
the efforts to create an AM&E method-
ology is the strange (but understandable 
from a political perspective) fact that the 
Department of State’s SC programs that 
are not executed by DOD are exempt 
from any such scrutiny.34 In another 
political “fudge,” Congress’s appetite 
for greater transparency and data analysis 
of DOD security cooperation does not 
extend to all Title 22 programs. This is 
understandable (in a political sense) in 
that to subject all Title 22 programs to 
the AM&E data analysis would be to de 
facto designate DOD as senior to the 
Department of State in assisting partner 
nations in defense and security programs. 
That said, because Title 10 and Title 22 
programs address essentially the same 
issues, there can be little methodological 
argument for both not being subjected 
to a common AM&E methodology; 
however, there are political considerations 
aplenty that argue against even attempt-
ing to square this hardened circle.

Another challenge that must be faced 
is for Congress and DOD to acknowl-
edge that politics play a major role in 
security cooperation’s execution in a 
partner nation. As argued, there is an in-
herent institutional prejudice in most SC 
programs to define problems in foreign 
defense institutions as being technical, 
rather than political, in nature. Because 
the MILDEPs and combatant commands 
control the vast majority of SC funding 
via their planning and management, 
this prejudice should come as no great 
surprise. The problem with this reality is 
that few, if any, within these institutions 
are experienced in conducting an in-
formed assessment to develop an accurate 
diagnosis of the actual causation of the 
problem being addressed, let alone ap-
preciating the inherent political-military 
nature of these challenges.35 One posits 
that essentially any shortcoming in an 
armed force has, ultimately, a policy (and 
therefore political) shortcoming, and 
equally fundamental is the need for a 
policy solution. For security cooperation 
to be effective, it is crucial that DOD 
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focuses its efforts on understanding 
political context when assisting a partner 
nation and its armed forces.

Understanding political context 
would appear to be clearly within the 
provisions of the FY 2017 NDAA lan-
guage regarding the need for greater 
attention to be paid to institutional ca-
pacity-building. Inherent in this intent is 
the need for DOD to inculcate within its 
planning, management, and execution of 
SC activities the political nature of these 
activities at the beginning of any effort 
and thereby ensure that any follow-on 
activities include a crucial understanding 
of the political nature of the problem 
being addressed. The open and persistent 
acknowledgment of this factor would go 
a long way in reinforcing to the political 
leaders of a partner nation that they have a 
critical policy role to play before, during, 
and after a seemingly technical SC event 
is undertaken. Whether such a sea change 

in policy can take place in a bureaucracy 
the size of DOD will, unsurprisingly, de-
pend on politics.

A final but important point is a des-
perate need for policy that makes the 
provision of SC and SA conditional. All 
too often, SC events and programs are 
programmed years in advance (as if they 
were an exercise or a training event) and 
are effectively immune from the political 
commitment of the partner nation’s senior 
leadership to make needed changes to 
enable the implementation in the defense 
institution of SC efforts. Again, Karlin is 
quite prescient in making this case:

The biggest problem with Washington’s 
efforts to build foreign militaries is its 
reluctance to weigh in on higher-order 
questions of mission, organizational struc-
ture, and personnel—issues that profoundly 
affect a military’s capacity but are often 
considered too sensitive to touch. Instead, 

both parties tend to focus exclusively on 
training and equipment, thus undercut-
ting the effectiveness of U.S. assistance.36

Conclusion
In an era of extreme political divide in 
the United States and in many democ-
racies across the Western world, it may 
seem odd that the solution proposed to 
improve the planning and deliverability 
of SC and SA is to be found in intro-
ducing greater awareness of the many 
political realities present. This article 
has argued that on closer examination, 
politics permeates all aspects of security 
cooperation, and trying to escape from 
accepting this reality has proved coun-
terproductive. Arguably, it is politics 
that has impeded what is likely the most 
important reform that would make 
DOD’s SC efforts most effective and 
efficient. By design and law, security 

Partner-nation students from Nigeria and Sierra Leone conduct land navigation and reconnaissance tactics at John C. Stennis Space Center, November 

20, 2019 (U.S. Navy/Michael Williams)
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cooperation (and security assistance) are 
disaggregated in their planning, man-
agement, and execution. In effect, the 
greatest impediment to the U.S. Gov-
ernment providing partner nations with 
more effective advice and assistance 
is the singular lack of one focal point 
overseeing a partner’s defense reform 
efforts. The lack of such a needed 
epicenter has enabled institutions and 
individuals conveniently to ignore the 
political nature of their efforts, let alone 
designating officials personally vested 
in the success of these efforts. Cur-
rently, as seen manifested in language 
and actions, SC and SA are governed 
by committees, managed by coordina-
tion, and executed in the alleged spirit 
of professed amicable cooperation.37 Is 
it little wonder, then, that hard political 
(partner and U.S.) choices and decisions 
are eschewed, and in the end, all stake-
holders are judged as equally deserving?

If Congress cannot address this key 
weakness in DOD (for political reasons), 
it should be stated as such and the politi-
cally nuanced nature of these activities 
expressly acknowledged in policy. At 
least, in such a circumstance, the likeli-
hood of failure will be known to all, and 
perhaps DOD and Congress will be more 
realistic in their expectations. Or, faced 
with this reality, Congress could assign 
responsibility for reforming partner de-
fense institutions to the National Security 
Council, thereby elevating responsibility 
and accountability for success/failure 
above DOD and the State Department. 
After all, it is in the national interest of the 
U.S. Government that a partner nation 
should create new, or reform existing, 
public institutions; thus, the highest po-
litical level of an administration needs to 
be involved to ensure that roles, missions, 
authority, and performance expectations 
are clearly established and accepted. By 

making security cooperation and secu-
rity assistance the apotheosis of politics, 
providers finally will be better led and po-
litically supported when delivering advice 
and assistance to partner nations. JFQ
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